OUTLINE OF TALK

• BEFORE THE FLOOD - KS & MO
• FRIDAY, JULY 13, 1951
• NEXT DAY AT ARGENTINE
• CLEAN UP
• VIP INSPECTION
• ACTION TO PREVENT REOCCURRENCE
BEFORE THE FLOOD

- SITUATION IN KANSAS AND MISSOURI
- DETOUR AT OLATHE
- ARMY CORPS ON JULY 12
ROGUE OF FLOOD, racing down the Missouri, may reach Hermann, Mo. this weekend,rella. John A. Clark, the manager of high water, John M.
FRIDAY, JULY 13, 1951

- FLOOD OVERCOMES DIKES AT ARGENTINE
- FRISCO YARD FOR BOAT
- LOWER BOTTOMS/FREIGHT HOUSES
NEXT DAY AT ARGENTINE

- YARD OFFICE
- ENGINES ON HUMP
- ELEVATOR A
- LOCOMOTIVE & CAR SHOPS
6. RAILROAD YARD IN ARGENTINE DISTRICT
VIP INSPECTION

- MAINLINE
- ARGENTINE TOUR
- MOTOR CAR
CLEAN UP

- LOADS
- EMPTY TANK CARS
- MUD
- DEAD ANIMALS
- HOSPITAL TRAINS
PREVENTING REOCCURRENCE

- FRED G. GURLEY
- BOARD OF DIRECTORS
- HIGH LINE & DIKES
- RESULTS
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